THE BAR HAS BEEN RAISED...AGAIN.

Duotip-Test® improved the way single-site allergy testing was done. Now, Duotip-Test II establishes a new standard for RELIABILITY and UNPARALLELED FUNCTIONALITY.

UNIQUE DESIGN
- Two precision sharp points for reliability
- Circular “collar” closes each well
- Gripping handle for easier use

CONVENIENT PACKAGING
- Upright orientation for easy access
- 20 devices per unit container
- 400 devices per stock package

SEE-THROUGH WINDOWS
- Clear view of extract levels in 40 wells
- No surprises—60 doses left when extract levels fill only well bottom reservoirs

LARGE LABEL AREAS
- Plenty of room for accurate extract identification
- Each row is lettered; each well is numbered

CLEAR LID
- Tightly seals around tray
- Removes easily from all four corners
- Lid holds devices in wells to prevent spills

OSHA compliant
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